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OVERVIEW
This course follows a step-by-step method for conducting PFMEA in 
industry. The course describes the methodologies which have been 
proven to be best practices for PFMEA development.  The participant gets 
opportunity to develop a Process FMEA, including use of robustness 
tools, Process Flow Charts and Control Plans. Participants will learn how 
to assess risk and determine the levels of risk that trigger mitigation 
actions. Action plans derived from PFMEAs and methods to manage 
FMEA data for future use are also covered in detail. All activities will 
include industry-speci�c examples and terminology.
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PREREQUISITES
Some Knowledge in ISO 9000 and TS 16949 standards is added advan-
tage but not necessary.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
At the end of the course , the participant would able to :
1. De�ne types of FMEA's
2. Participant can learn how to perform PFMEA in cross funtional team.
3. Review and discuss various tips and tools of facilitating an FMEA
4. Know the important bene�ts of FMEA
5. Be familiar with components of Process FMEA
6. Understand process requirements i.e how perform risk assessment on 
    various processes and how to implement action to mitigate/prevent 
    the problem.

DURATION :  16 HOURS  
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COURSE OBJECTIVES
1. To understand how to perform Process FMEA.
2. To understand the concept & bene�ts of doing Process FMEA
3. To understand the 12 basic Steps in performing Process FMEA
4. To identify and prevent potential problems from occuring in a product, 
    service, process.
5. Make risk assessment and decesion in the processs to mitigate and 
    avoid risk based on PFMEA outputs.
6. Select the best solutions that provide permanent solution.

COURSE RELEVANCY TO 
EMPLOYER 

TRAINING 
METHODOLOGY 
1. The training will be conducted on a theory and 
    praxis basis with many examples.
2. Each  batch of trainees will be split into groups 
    and will work on and selected tools using data 
    from the company (if any)
3. Two way interactive method will be used to gage 
    trainees understandings with clear step by 
    step instructions. 

Process Failure 
Mode Effect 
Analysis 
(PFMEA) 

COURSE OUTLINE 
DAY 1
Overview of FMEA
Benefits of PFMEA
Process FMEA Methodology and Development

DAY 2
Process FMEA Roles and & Responsibility
Process FMEA High Level Process Map
Process FMEA 12 Steps Process

1. The company can improve the ability to anticipate 
    and prevent failures based on highest risk.
2. It is proactive tools that can help to reduce quality 
    and cost of poor quality at factory.
3. It helps to improve Quality, Reliability and Safety.
4. It helps to prevent bad quality product from 
    reaching customer'
5. It helps to improve Quality, Reliability and Safety.
6. It helps to prioritise which problem to solve 
    based quantify methodology.
7. It helps to continously improve reduce the 
    accurance failures.

EQUIVALENT
Several years of working experience and have strong desire to use Quality 
Tools for improvement and analysis..

a) Public Program
     Stradford International College / External Training Locations
b) In-house Program
      Inhouse / External Training Available.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Anyone trying to identify and reduce risk in product/ 
process/activities/safet&health. Suitable for managers and 
engineers, or personnel in the �elds of manufacturing, 
quality assurance, reliability research, development, and 
safety engineering.


